
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a systems administrator, lead.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for systems administrator, lead

Schedule and dispatch staff from the program regions to deliver new service
and resolve tickets
Perform remote resolution of program service issues
Monitor remote ticket completion rates and work with the service and tools
development team to continually evaluate options for integrating new
methods, equipment, techniques, personnel, and training to enable increased
remote support capability
Schedule and dispatch staff from the enterprise regions to restore service
disruptions
Monitor open ticket status, determine cause of open status, and keep users
apprised of ticket status
Assesses complex technical problems, makes recommendations for
appropriate hardware and software, and organizational design solutions
Serve as a higher tier technical resource, diagnosing and solving complex
computing issues
Provides advanced technical advice and support for complex IT projects and
major purchases
Work closely with manager to coordinate training programs for staff in an IT
facility
Liaison between 53 Church St

Example of Systems Administrator, Lead Job
Description
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Experience in installing and integrating system enhancements and ensure
interoperability and a seamless connection between internal and external
systems
Strong experience with T-SQL, SQL Server Reporting Services, Report Builder
Advanced knowledge of imaging, patch management, scripting/automation,
and software packaging technologies and processes, with emphasis on
leveraging System Center Configuration Management (SCCM)
Must have the ability to work independently and perform rapid solution
engineering under time constrained conditions with limited support
Must have scripting experience - PowerShell, VBScript, and batch preferred
In-depth knowledge and understanding of Desktop operating systems
methodologies (file system, registry, services, ), system tools and remote
desktop support


